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ABSTRACT
While lots of research has explored how to preventmaintainers from
abandoning the open-source projects that serve as our digital infras-
tructure, there are very few insights on addressing abandonment
when it occurs. We argue open-source sustainability research must
expand its focus beyond trying to keep particular projects alive, to
also cover the sustainable use of open source by supporting users
when they face potential or actual abandonment. We interviewed 33
developers who have experienced open-source dependency aban-
donment. Often, they used multiple strategies to cope with aban-
donment, for example, first reaching out to the community to find
potential alternatives, then switching to a community-accepted
alternative if one exists. We found many developers felt they had
little to no support or guidance when facing abandonment, leaving
them to figure out what to do through a trial-and-error process
on their own. Abandonment introduces cost for otherwise seem-
ingly free dependencies, but users can decide whether and how to
prepare for abandonment through a number of different strategies,
such as dependency monitoring, building abstraction layers, and
community involvement. In many cases, community members can
invest in resources that help others facing the same abandoned
dependency, but often do not because of the many other competing
demands on their time – a form of the volunteer’s dilemma. We dis-
cuss cost reduction strategies and ideas to overcome this volunteer’s
dilemma. Our findings can be used directly by open-source users
seeking resources on dealing with dependency abandonment, or
by researchers to motivate future work supporting the sustainable
use of open source.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Open-source digital infrastructure is heavily relied upon by billion-
dollar corporations, governments, startups, hobbyists, and pretty
much everyone else who builds software [33]. However, despite the
broad reliance on open source, the reliability and continued main-
tenance of many of these projects is no sure thing, especially since
much of the creation and maintenance effort comes from volunteer
maintainers who may stop contributing and disengage from the
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Figure 1: Dependency life cycle with the common stages
where dependency abandonment is addressed highlighted.

project at any point [33, 39]. When open source maintainers dis-
engage, more often than not, nobody else steps up and the project
becomes abandoned [5]. This tension between the reliance on open
source and the uncertainty of future maintenance has fueled the
need to study, and improve, open-source sustainability.

In general, open-source sustainability research has so far focused
on keeping particular projects and ecosystems alive, i.e., maintained,
e.g., by improving onboarding processes [34, 49, 96], finding sus-
tainable funding models [92, 112], or preventing maintainer dis-
engagement [5, 13, 72]. Yet, maintainers often leave projects for
arguably sensible reasons [72], such as changing jobs, losing in-
terest, or starting a family. As such, there will always be a risk for
users of open-source infrastructure that some direct or indirect de-
pendencies become abandoned. Therefore, we argue that more time,
attention, and effort should be invested into supporting the users
of open source who face dependency abandonment. For example,
as we will show, there are many ways that developers can pre-
pare for abandonment either individually or collectively, and many
strategies that can help reduce reaction costs when abandonment
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occurs. In this paper, we collect, curate, and contextualize the experi-
ences and practices of developers who have dealt with open-source
dependency abandonment. With the goal of understanding what
developers do when facing open-source dependency abandonment,
we explore this topic with two research questions (RQs):
RQ1 How do developers prepare for the risk of open-source de-

pendency abandonment?
RQ2 How do developers deal with open-source dependency aban-

donment, once it occurs?
We conducted semi-structured, in-depth interviews with 33 de-

velopers who have experienced open-source dependency abandon-
ment, which we will refer to as just abandonment moving forward
for brevity. We identified three stages during the dependency life
cycle where interviewees commonly took action to address the
risks and realities of dependency abandonment: before adoption,
while using a dependency that is still being maintained, and after a
dependency has become abandoned (see Figure 1). While we iden-
tified a wide range of philosophies surrounding preparing for and
dealing with abandonment, there was a common sentiment that
there are often very few resources on dealing with abandonment;
interviewees often had to figure it out by trial-and-error with little
guidance.

While not all interviewees believed it was worthwhile to invest
in preparing for abandonment, some did, and they prepared, e.g.,
by creating abstraction layers in their code base to localize depen-
dency use, and by monitoring the dependency and its surrounding
community to stay informed of any issues or potential signs of
abandonment. Once interviewees identified abandonment, they
often sought support and guidance from the community, switched
to alternative dependencies, and forked or vendored abandoned
dependency code. Overall, we suggest that there is a potential to
reduce the costs associated with abandonment through investments
into preparation, but it is often unclear whether that preparation
will pay off. In addition, there is often potential for community
members to invest in solutions that will benefit others facing the
same problem, such as creating a migration guide, we call these
community-oriented solutions. However, developers often have little
incentive to create such community-oriented solutions – an instance
of the volunteer’s dilemma [30]. We survey solutions to the volun-
teer’s dilemma from fields like social psychology and game theory,
and discuss how they can be applied to this context.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions: (1) a
list of stages in the dependency life cycle where the risks and
realities of dependency abandonment are commonly addressed; (2) a
taxonomy of common strategies developers use to prepare for and
deal with dependency abandonment which can serve as a reference
to both practitioners and researchers; (3) a theoretical framework
for the costs associated with abandonment as well as suggested cost-
reduction strategies; and (4) the concept of community-oriented
solutions and evidence-based strategies to overcome the volunteer’s
dilemma to collectively address abandonment.

2 RELATEDWORK
Dependency Management. Open-source dependencies can pro-
vide free reusable functionality to developers. By building on these
resources, developers can turn ideas into prototypes and prototypes

into deployment code in a fraction of the time and at a fraction
of the cost previously possible. However, there is a notable down-
side to dependencies, namely dependency management. Due to both
internal and external evolutionary pressures to enhance features,
fix bugs, and patch vulnerabilities, dependencies and their appli-
cation programming interfaces (APIs) change over time [64, 81],
sometimes becoming incompatible with old versions or other de-
pendencies a project may have [8, 54, 82]. Such pressures often
make coordinating dependency updates and maintaining compati-
bility between dependency requirements a complex task, especially
when lots of dependencies are used or when breaking changes occur,
i.e., changes that require users to refactor their code. Additionally,
projects can face security vulnerabilities through their dependency
supply chain, including transitive dependencies where dependen-
cies have dependencies of their own [61]. Cross-ecosystem studies
of the presence of vulnerable dependencies have highlighted the
importance of managing and updating dependencies [85, 111]. Be-
cause of the complexities of dependency management, there have
been calls for documenting all dependencies in a software bill of
materials (SBOM), including a US executive order signed in May
2021.1 In short, dependency management is a complex ongoing
problem that has been studied in different ways.

When developers switch dependencies or update after a break-
ing change, they often face nontrivial migration work in their own
code base. Researchers have attempted to address the many chal-
lenges surrounding dependency migration by trying to understand
how developers migrate between libraries [3, 23, 98, 99], and by
creating numerous tools supporting migration [2, 15, 108]. Even so,
attempts to support migration thus far have generally supported
limited varieties of API evolution, giving them a limited scope of
applicability [16, 31, 80], and limited success in practice [23].

Because keeping up to date with dependency updates can be
challenging, research has studied how developers approach and
manage dependency updates [6, 26, 27]. Despite common concerns
about the continued maintenance of dependencies [33], developers
tend to either be slow about updating dependencies or not update
them at all [28, 29, 89], raising questions about whether abandon-
ment is actually a problem if many projects rely on old versions
anyway. A study of 4,600 GitHub projects found that developers
tend not to update dependencies even when security vulnerabilities
are involved, with 81.5% of projects having outdated dependen-
cies [60]. In addition to studying how updates are managed at large,
particular focus has been directed towards studying how breaking
changes are dealt with [8]. However, to the best of our knowledge,
little research has studied the opposite problem, dealing with de-
pendencies that have been abandoned and that are therefore no
longer receiving updates. Because dependency abandonment can
be a costly and complex issue for dependents [33], this study pro-
vides detailed information on how dependents can prepare for and
address dependency abandonment.
Open-Source Sustainability. Nearly everything we do on screens
from checking email and stock prices to online shopping and read-
ing the news relies on and could not function without open-source
software [33]. In 2018, npm, Inc. estimated that, on average, 97%

1https://whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/05/12/executive-
order-on-improving-the-nations-cybersecurity/
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of the code on modern web applications comes from npm [79].
While difficult to quantify, the economic value of open source is
also significant; some estimate that in 2010 open-source software
produced 342 billion Euros of economic value in Europe alone [25].
Nonetheless, despite the widespread reliance on open source, the re-
liability and continued maintenance of many of these projects is no
sure thing – this is a key motivation for open-source sustainability
research.

Prior research argues that a project’s maintainers are a crucial
part of its success [17], and that it is vital to attract new contributors,
support their onboarding, and retain core maintainers. Each of these
parts of the contributor life cycle have been studied thoroughly.

In terms of attracting new contributors, researchers have stud-
ied the barriers faced by new contributors [83, 94–96, 106], the
project characteristics associated with greater attractiveness to new
contributors [10, 42, 86], and even the role of social media [35].
Research supporting the onboarding of contributors has studied
the onboarding process [24, 32, 55, 106], the role of scaffolding,
mentoring, and social ties [34, 52, 56, 97, 104, 109], and the char-
acteristics of contributors who succeeded in becoming part of the
core team [44, 103, 113]. Research on retaining core contributors
focused on why they disengage [13, 57, 72], the role of maintain-
ing a healthy community to reduce that risk [38, 73, 87], and the
impact of disengagement on the health and survival probability of
a project [37, 40, 58, 67, 76, 88, 105].

Research has also studied the impacts of project and ecosys-
tem characteristics and organizational structures on open-source
projects including the effect of codes of conduct [93, 101], how
badges can be used as a signal to attract new contributors [102],
how project and ecosystem characteristics impact maintainer re-
tention and project activity [19, 51, 105], the maintainability and
sustainability of projects [18, 51, 91, 110, 114], and the impact of
commercial involvement on open-source development [14].

Taking a step back, we can observe that almost all sustainabil-
ity research focuses on studying various factors, characteristics,
and phenomena that support the goal of keeping particular projects
or ecosystems alive and actively maintained. However, because of
the self-organized and volunteer-based nature of much of open
source, we likely cannot stop all projects from being abandoned
or ensure their ongoing maintenance. Many popular open-source
projects hosted on GitHub rely on one or two core maintainers who
are often volunteers to keep the project running [4, 33], and core
maintainers sometimes disengage for various reasons that occur
normally in life, such as starting a family, switching jobs, no longer
having enough time, or simply losing interest [72]. Maintainers
losing interest or no longer having enough time to contribute are
two common reasons open-source projects fail [17]. One study
of popular projects on GitHub found that 16% were abandoned
by maintainers, and in 59% of those abandoned projects, nobody
stepped up to take over maintenance efforts leaving the project fully
abandoned [5]. Therefore, since open source is depended on by “our
economy and society, from multi-million dollar companies to govern-
ment websites” [33] to support the rapid and efficient development
of modern software, we argue open-source sustainability research
must expand its focus to include supporting the sustainable use of
open source by helping developers better prepare for and deal with
dependency abandonment and its consequences when it occurs.
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Figure 2: Research Methodology Flow Chart

This general direction, which we pursue in this paper, has received
relatively little attention in the literature, with a few exceptions of
prior works measuring and communicating library and community
health to potential users to help them avoid selecting packages to
depend on which may be in decline or otherwise have indicators
of being unsustainable [74, 105].

3 RESEARCH DESIGN
Because, as far as we know, there has been little research studying
how developers prepare for (RQ1) and deal with (RQ2) dependency
abandonment, we used an iterative research process and qualitative
research methods. Specifically, we performed semi-structured inter-
views with interwoven analysis and exploration, as we illustrate in
Figure 2. As is often recommended, we did not compartmentalize
the interviews and the analysis into separate discrete phases, but
instead iteratively built our understanding and adjusted our inter-
view guide and codebook in tandem throughout the interviews [66].
We will now discuss study design, analysis, and limitations.

3.1 Identifying and Recruiting Participants
Because we wanted to talk to people who had experience deal-
ing with open source dependency abandonment, for our interview
study we specifically targeted people who had depended on an open
source project that then became abandoned recently. To identify
such maintainers, we worked backward: First, we identified aban-
doned projects, then we identified projects that depend on each
abandoned project, i.e., the dependents, and finally, we identified
the maintainers of those dependents.
Defining and Identifying Abandoned Projects. Because cus-
toms and behaviors surrounding dependency management can
vary widely by ecosystem [8], we searched for abandoned projects
in three package manager ecosystems to collect a diverse pool of ex-
periences: npm2 (Javascript), PyPi3 (Python), and Composer4 (PHP).
Using data cross-linked between GHTorrent [47] and each ecosys-
tem’s respective package manager website (matching packages to
their corresponding GitHub repositories, when mentioned explic-
itly in the package manager metadata), we heuristically searched
for projects with signs of abandonment. Concretely, we identified
all projects with at least ten commits a month for two consecutive
years and less than three commits total in the following year, i.e.,
the year in which the project is presumed abandoned; the three-
commits threshold allows for some residual activity (e.g., posting
warnings about abandonment in the README file) and mirrors
prior work [72, 105]. Once we had a pool of potentially abandoned
projects, we randomly sampled and manually evaluated whether
2Node.js Package Manager, https://npmjs.com
3The Python Package Index, https://pypi.org
4PHP Dependency Manager, https://getcomposer.org

https://npmjs.com
https://pypi.org
https://getcomposer.org
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each project seemed indeed abandoned by investigating the activity
patterns on each project’s GitHub repository until we had 10-20
high-confidence abandoned projects per ecosystem. For this we
looked at the most recent period we could observe at the time –
the first six months of 2022, regardless of the year we suspected
the project was abandoned based on the automated heuristic – and
manually checked if the project either (1) did not have any signifi-
cant commit activity;5 or (2) had an explicit label or notice that it
was abandoned, archived, or simply no longer maintained.

Identifying Dependent Projects and Maintainers.We then used
GitHub’s dependency graph feature to get the list of dependents
for each abandoned project [45], and collected the data using the
github-to-sqlite library.6 We ensured the dependent projects were
active by considering only dependents that had, on average, at least
ten commits a month in the first half of 2022. We then identified
each dependent project’s top maintainers by commit counts during
the first half of 2022, collected their publicly available email from
their GitHub profiles, and sent out 412 interview invitations in total
in staggered batches of 10-20. Our study design was approved by
our Institutional Review Board.7

3.2 Interview Protocol
Interviews began with introductions and verbal consent. The main
topics of the semi-structured interview guide included (1) how inter-
viewees identified abandonment; (2) the impact of abandonment on
their project; (3) how they dealt with the abandonment and what
solutions they used; (4) whether they prepared for the risk of the
dependency becoming abandoned before identifying abandonment;
and (5) whether they considered or evaluated the risk of the de-
pendency becoming abandoned before adoption. Since the goal of
the interviews was to understand how interviewees prepared for
and dealt with the abandonment, during interviews where time
permitted we identified additional abandoned dependencies to dis-
cuss, in addition to the original dependencies that were identified,
by asking “have there been other instances of any of your project’s
open-source dependencies becoming unmaintained or abandoned by
maintainers?” We typically were able to discuss two abandoned
dependencies per interview, and we kept discussions focused on
those specific cases to get concrete insights.

3.3 Data Collection and Analysis
The interviews took place over Zoom and lasted 25 minutes on
average. In total we conducted 32 interviews (P1-32) where one
interview was with two developers (P2a, P2b). We qualitatively

5Since abandonment need not align with calendar year boundaries, we still considered
as abandoned projects with a few trailing commits at the beginning of the six-month
window but no commits thereafter.
6https://github.com/dogsheep/github-to-sqlite
7We sent a small number of targeted emails, based on information our participants
posted publicly in their profile. In terms of research ethics, especially the Belmont
report’s principles of respect for persons and beneficence, we consider that the costs (e.g.,
potentially unwanted emails) and risks (e.g., releasing confidential information) to
potential participants are low, and insights gained in better dependency management
benefit all open source contributors. We considered alternative sampling strategies
and concluded that because we were interested in speaking to a specific group of open
source maintainers, that it seems unlikely that we could have recruited people in a
different (less targeted way) without increasing the general cost to the community by
engaging with large groups of maintainers.

analyzed the interview transcripts using iterative thematic analy-
sis [9]. The process followed Lincoln and Guba’s trustworthiness
criteria [48], as discussed by Nowell et al. [77]. During this process,
we were perpetually switching between the stages of exploring
the rich transcripts, engaging with and analytically memoing the
data [71], coding, searching for themes, and refining the codes and
coding framework, as is recommended [66].

The analysis began with the first author performing open-ended
inductive coding of each interview as we went. After the first eleven
interviews, all the authors came together and performed an in-depth
analysis of the codes and coding frame. Iterative adjustments to the
coding frame and interview guide were made as necessary. Once
a coding frame was settled on, the first author re-coded all the
transcripts, with any uncertain cases being reviewed by another
author. We stopped running interviews once we reached our satu-
ration criterion, which we defined as three consecutive interviews
without learning any new major insights [41]. A later participant
discussed a dependency that was marked abandoned but still re-
ceived security updates, and we explored this further by identifying
and interviewing developers who faced this type of dependency
abandonment. We quickly reached saturation and did not find any
new major insights.

3.4 Validity Check
To validate and check for fit and applicability of our findings as
defined by Corbin and Strauss [22], we performed a validity check
by sharing our findings and results with interviewees.We confirmed
our interpretations of the rich interview data aligned with the
interviewees’ experiences by getting interviewees’ thoughts and
feedback. We sent all interviewees summaries and the complete
drafts of Secs. 4, 5, 6, and 7. We also sent a list of prompts and
questions asking interviewees to look through the documents for
areas of agreement or disagreement, general correctness, and any
additional insights they gained after reading through the findings
as well as the experiences and strategies of other developers.

Six interviewees responded, all six confirmed that they largely
agree with our findings, e.g.,“I think your paper is a well-considered
analysis of the subject that fits with my experience, fwiw” (P11). One
interviewee pushed back on augments made by other interviewees
suggesting that abandonment was not always a problem because
there are not always impacts. They argued that “abandonment is al-
ways problematic and always has an impact, even if the software itself
is not broken, because abandonment still forces a consumer to act as
if it is abandoned, i.e. to prepare for breakage or vulnerabilities” (P4).

3.5 Limitations
The findings of our qualitative interview study suffer from the
same limitations commonly found in work of this kind. Generaliza-
tion beyond the pool of interviewees should be made with caution.
Self-selection bias could influence the transferability of the results
because there could be differences in the personalities and beliefs in
the sample and the subset that chose to participate [70, 90]. We tried
to reduce this risk by streamlining the enrollment process and keep-
ing interviews short. There is also a question of authenticity in how
we defined ‘abandoned’ dependencies since the definition may not
fully represent the concept of project abandonment [68], although

https://github.com/dogsheep/github-to-sqlite
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during the discussions with interviewees there was agreement with
our definition.

4 IMPACTS OF ABANDONMENT
Unlike breaking changes which by definition break things, it is not
obvious that dependency abandonment in and of itself is problem-
atic. If a dependency worked last year and has not been changed,
there is no inherent reason why its abandonment would cause
problems. However, Lehman argues that software either “undergoes
continual changes or becomes progressively less useful” [63]. We start
by exploring if and how abandonment impacted interviewees. We
provide a summary of the types of impacts experienced in Figure 1.
Concrete Problems.We define concrete problems as technical prob-
lems that impact a dependent project. Language Incompatibili-
ties (P11, 17, 23) occurred when interviewees were trying to update
other parts of the project but could not, because the unmaintained
dependency caused a language incompatibility between itself and
other dependencies or the rest of the project. For example, “we were
trying to upgrade our Saas platform from Python 2 to Python 3, and it
was a core dependency, so we needed it to work [with Python 3], and
it didn’t. So we ended up having to move to another library” (P17).

Some interviewees described experiencing performance de-
creases (P13, 32) as a result of dependency abandonment. One
interviewee described how they had to depend on multiple versions
of their core libraries because the unmaintained dependency relied
on older versions but their other dependencies relied on newer
versions as they were released, which increased compile times and
binary size for end users (P32).

Some dependencies were missing needed features (P14, 20,
23) or features that interviewees believed may be necessary in the
future, which they no longer expected because of the abandonment.
Anticipated Problems. Anticipated problems are problems inter-
viewees are concerned may impact the project in the future but
have yet to materialize. Some interviewees had concerns about
future updates (P16, 22, 29) and worried there could be problems
down the line due to the lack of maintenance, such as incompatibil-
ity issues when updating other dependencies. For example, “I was
not facing any problem in particular, but I was concerned because the
library didn’t get any updates” (P16).

Some had security concerns (P4, 22, 28, 29) about potential
future vulnerabilities or other security-related issues. However, no
interviewees reported experiencing an actual security vulnerability
associated with an abandoned dependency. For example, “we’ve
never had a security incident related to an abandoned dependency,
but that’s always a concern— that there could be a security vulnera-
bility” (P4).
General Impacts. In many cases, interviewees described general
impacts of abandonment rather than specific problems, so we distin-
guish this discussion from the discussions above. Dealing with de-
pendency abandonment often costs time and other resources (P4-
7, 9, 10, 20, 21, 23, 25), which was often related to replacing the
dependency or creating a workaround to deal with abandonment.
For example, “right now, we’re working through the fact that the [de-
pendency] is no longer being actively worked on. Which means that we
need to switch to something else. We’re looking at [alternative depen-
dency], but there’s really no way to replace that dependency without

rewriting huge portions of the project, and so that’s just something
we have to put effort into and work through” (P7). Sometimes aban-
donment created a roadblock (P10, 16, 21, 27, 29, 30) or notable
problem that stopped or significantly impacted project progress,
and required a workaround or solution to be employed quickly.

Some interviewees reported the abandonment had no mean-
ingful impact (P6, 7, 9, 11, 16, 25, 29) and argued that just because
a dependency was abandoned does not necessarily mean there is
a problem (in contrast to the interviewees that mentioned antici-
pated problems, who were at least concerned about possible future
problems). They explained that if the software is complete, does
not interact with other software, and does not become insecure
itself, then the abandonment is not necessarily problematic. For
example, “it was recognized within the organization that [...] one of
the dependencies that the business runs on is totally unsupported for
years [...], and because it wasn’t a cause of many problems it wasn’t
necessarily an issue” (P11).

Overall, interviewees rarely mentioned concrete problems when
discussing how dependency abandonment impacted them. Most of
the impacts described were concerns about anticipated problems or
general impacts whose problems of origin were not mentioned. It
appears some interviewees had expectations of their dependencies
regarding ongoing maintenance, feature creation, or support. When
abandonment occurred, those expectations were no longer being
met, making them feel like they were impacted even though no
concrete problems like an unfixed bug, unpatched security vulnera-
bility, or dependency version incompatibility had occurred yet. This
leads to questions about dependent projects’ exact expectations
and how they interact with and relate to the concrete technical
problems caused by abandonment.
Distinctions in Impact Between Dependencies. The impact of
abandonment can varywidely depending on the type of dependency
in question. There was often much more concern about dependen-
cies used at runtime, for security, or for other user-impacting tasks
compared to dependencies used in development environments or
as infrastructure during testing and deployment, which were com-
monly seen as less impactful and concerning. For example, “if we
have a runtime dependency that is abandoned or not maintained or
has security issues, we either typically contribute to that project to
bring it up to speed and fix those vulnerabilities or look for an alternate,
so we’re really specific and careful about runtime dependencies” (P2a).

Key Insights: Most impacts were not concrete technical
issues but broad concerns about potential future issues or
general impacts like costing time. While some interview-
ees were concerned about possible future security vulnera-
bilities, no interviewees reported experiencing a security
vulnerability associated with an abandoned dependency.

5 IDENTIFYING ABANDONMENT
It is important to understand how abandonment is identified, be-
cause in cases where identification happens after a concrete prob-
lem has occurred, immediate action is frequently needed which can
be disruptive to projects. Thus many developers want to identify
abandonment before it causes a concrete problem, so they can react
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without immediate time pressures. Interviewees used a wide range
of information to identify abandonment. This information varied
along two dimensions, first how visible the information was, and
second how the information was discovered. We now catalog the
information used to identify abandonment and discuss how it varies
across the aforementioned dimensions. We provide a summary of
the codes in Figure 1.

Manually-Identified Information.Abandonment was oftenman-
ually identified by observing various project characteristics like
commit frequency (P8, 21), lack of updates (P4, 6-8, 12, 29, 30,
32), and lack of progress resolving issues or pull requests
(PRs) (P2a, 16, 17, 21, 29). These forms of information often have
high visibility since they are easily observed during a quick inspec-
tion of the project.

Many participants identified abandonment by observing a no-
tice of abandonment/archival (P3, 4, 7, 13, 17, 20, 29, 30). The
notices were often posted somewhere on the abandoned depen-
dency’s repository page, but there was a wide variation in visibility
depending on the particular location. Sometimes the information
was highly visible, being posted as a flag/warning at the top of
the page, a message at the top of the README, or as a note in an
issue tracker thread explicitly discussing the maintenance status
of the project. For example “my colleague saw as he was looking
at issues [...] that there was this issue saying ‘this will no longer be
maintained”’ (P3). The project inspection that led to the discovery
of this information often occurred because the interviewee traced
an error back to the dependency or because they were using the de-
pendency as a reference when doing something like implementing
a new feature. Other times, the information had low visibility, mean-
ing it was possible to find but required more effort to locate (e.g., an
unrelated issue or PR that a maintainer responded to announcing
they no longer plan to maintain the project).

Tool-Supported Identified Information. Some interviewees used
information from observing an automated warning or flag (P4,
6, 7, 13, 22, 25, 27, 29, 31, 32) which often provided highly visible in-
formation. Often these warnings occurred because the dependency
maintainers had explicitly marked the project as abandoned/depre-
cated or because the unmaintained dependency was causing some
sort of incompatibility error, such as those described in Sec. 4.

Flags for abandoned/deprecated packages are a recent feature of
several package managers, allowing maintainers to explicitly signal
that a package is abandoned/deprecated. These flags generate warn-
ings when users either install, update, or use said package (with
specifics depending on the package manager). In 2015, Composer
incorporated the ability to add a flag to a package indicating it has
been abandoned which is used to generate warnings when users in-
stall or update flagged packages.8 Similarly, ‘since 2020 npm as had
the npm-deprecate command, which allows maintainers to add a
deprecation flag to a package’s npm registry entry, producing a dep-
recation warning whenever someone installs the package [78]. We
could not identify an equivalent PyPi feature, but found community
discussions that proposed creating one and cited the npm-deprecate

8https://github.com/composer/composer/issues/4610

function as an example.9 GitHub also has an platform-wide archive
flag for repositories.10

Key Insights: Manually-identified information like
project characteristics were often be used to identify
abandonment, such as commit frequency and progress
resolving issues or PRs. Some package managers like npm
and Composer provide abandoned/deprecated project flags,
which can be used to automatically detect of abandonment
in projects that have been explicitly flagged as such.

6 PREPARING FOR AND ADDRESSING
ABANDONMENT

Through our qualitative analysis, we identified several stages in
the timeline of an interviewee’s experience with a dependency
where they frequently took action to prepare for or deal with de-
pendency abandonment. In Figure 1, we present these key stages,
which are (1) considerations before adoption regarding current or
future dependency maintenance, (2) strategies used during or after
adoption to prepare for the risk of abandonment, and (3) solutions
to address abandonment once identified. We now discuss each stage
chronologically to mirror interviewees’ experiences.

6.1 Considerations Before Adoption
When deciding whether to adopt a dependency, interviewees of-
ten reported evaluating the current maintenance status and the
expected risk of future abandonment by examining project and
maintainer characteristics. Essentially all mentioned factors mirror
the those discussed in literature about general dependency selec-
tion [8, 62, 75, 86]. However, we distinguish these considerations
from those for general dependency selection because we specifically
asked if and how they evaluate the risk of a potential dependency
becoming unmaintained or abandoned before adopting it. For the
sake of completeness, we present the considerations discussed by
interviewees.

Project popularity (P2a, 6, 9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 17, 19, 21, 23-25,
27, 30, 31) was often operationalized by looking at the number
of stars, forks, or users. The update frequency or time of the
last update (P5, 6, 10, 11, 13, 17, 20, 22, 27-30) and the commit
frequency or time of the last commit (P4, 5, 8-13, 16, 24, 28)
often gave insights into the regularity and recency of general project
activity and progress. Interviewees used these highly-visible project
metrics to make quick judgments and predictions about current and
future maintenance status. The response to issues and PRs (P4,
9-12, 16, 21, 28, 30) provided insights into whether there were
(1) a lot of bugs or problems with the project; and (2) whether the
maintainers were still actively participating.

The number of maintainers (P2b, 7, 13, 16, 19, 28, 30, 31)
often impacted expectations for future maintenance; projects with
fewer maintainers were often seen as less desirable since maintainer
disengagement may have a more considerable impact on project
maintenance.
9https://github.com/pypi/warehouse/issues/345
10https://docs.github.com/en/repositories/archiving-a-github-repository/archiving-
repositories

https://github.com/composer/composer/issues/4610
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Some also considered the content and tone of the response
or reaction of dependency maintainers (P2a, 2b, 4, 9-12, 21)
when deciding whether to trust the project. Maintainers who were
helpful, friendly, and welcoming often gave interviewees more
confidence that they would be cooperative and helpful if something
were to occur. Some used the reputation, status, or previous
experience of the potential dependency maintainers (P4, 8,
10, 11, 17, 19) as an important metric when deciding whether to
trust a potential dependency. Having experienced maintainers with
positive, long-standing reputations was reported to be a good sign.
Choosing Between Dependencies. Several interviewees discussed
factors they use when deciding between multiple potential depen-
dencies. In general, they reported preferring projects that seemed
more reliable and maintainable over projects with better perfor-
mance or more cutting-edge features. This often appeared to come
from being burned by an abandoned dependency previously, and
wanting to avoid experiencing another similar situation.

Key Insights: A project’s popularity, activity, and main-
tainer reputation were often used when considering the risk
of a potential dependency becoming abandoned, mirroring
factors used in general dependency selection [8, 62, 75, 86].

6.2 Preparations Once Adopted
Between when a project decides to adopt a maintained dependency
and when that dependency is identified as abandoned, some inter-
viewees prepared for the risk of abandonment occurring. Interview-
ees engaged in many different kinds of preparation. Some forms of
preparation focus on making it easier to identify abandonment and
others focus on making it easier to deal with abandonment when
it occurs. Additionally, some forms of preparation are one-time
actions whereas others are reoccurring actions.

A method of preparation that was highly regarded and seemed to
be relatively successful was minimizing/localizing dependency
use (P2a, 6, 7, 16, 27, 32) in the project’s code base. This often meant
explicitly designing the implementation at the time of dependency
adoption in a way that made dependency replacement easier by
minimizing the points of contact using an abstraction layer. For
example, “as much as possible, we try to buffer dependencies with
abstractions so that specific implementation details of a third-party
library aren’t scattered through the whole application in difficult
ways” (P7).

Some interviewees prepared by directlymonitoring the depen-
dency (P2a, 4, 10, 13, 27) to keep an eye on how things are going,
often by looking at project characteristics similar to those described
in Sec. 5. For example, “we are always conscious of the dependencies
and looking closely at them” (P2a). By remaining aware of the state
of the dependency and its community, interviewees place them-
selves in a better position to identify early signals of abandonment
which gives them an opportunity to act before abandonment and
any resulting concrete problems occur, if they so choose. Some
also prepared by being active and informed members of the
community (P2b, 16, 17, 31) and building relationships with
dependency maintainers (P1), often so they could notice issues
earlier or have people to reach out to if abandonment occurs. This

often involves at least semi-frequent interactions with dependency
maintainers or other community members to stay informed of the
goings-on in the project and aware of any potential issues or warn-
ing signs of something like abandonment being on the horizon.
For example, “I suppose I engaged pretty actively in the in the open
source community, particularly around Python, so I would hope I
would have a feeling for what was going on. I think it’s partly about
being aware” (P17).

Some interviewees report only using high-confidence depen-
dencies (P6, 7, 11, 18, 19, 21, 25, 27) in the first place, which they
believed were sufficiently unlikely to be abandoned. Similarly, some
minimize the number of dependencies (P2a, 9, 11, 24, 27) they
use by actively going through and removing unnecessary depen-
dencies to reduce their surface area of exposure. For example, “I
think [we] removed a couple dependencies that we didn’t need, there
were small use cases, and [we] just authored code to replace the depen-
dencies” (P2a). One interviewee reported that their development
team has a specific role called the Sustainability Engineer (a.k.a., the
’sus’ role) whose responsibilities each sprint include, among other
things, managing dependencies by looking through their code base
and finding parts that can be cleaned up by removing unnecessary
dependencies. This allows their team to slowly and incrementally
manage and remove unnecessary dependencies, making it less of
a large and daunting task. Some prepared by creating plans for
dealing with particularly important dependencies if they become
abandoned, e.g., forking or planning to fork dependency (P2a,
5, 9, 11, 20) so they have a backup if something happens.

Whether to Prepare or Not. For various reasons, interviewees
often did no preparation (P3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 22-
25, 29). In some cases, preparation was something they had yet
to consider. Others reported that it would be nice if they had the
time, but that ultimately preparing sounds like an overwhelming
or difficult task given how many dependencies they have. Others
subscribe to the philosophy that ‘it is not a problem until it is a
problem,’ meaning they do not concern themselves with potential
future issues. These interviewees did not believe it was necessarily
worthwhile to prepare for the risk of abandonment because they did
not believe abandonment is in and of itself always problematic or
impactful, as discussed in Sec. 4. For example, “unmaintained doesn’t
necessarily mean that there is any problem with the library” (P32).
They instead wait until there is a concrete problem, at which point
they deal with it. Another interviewee said the decision of how
and whether to prepare for dependency abandonment points to
a long-standing perpetual balance in software engineering. They
explained, for example, that abstraction layers increase project
robustness but can also increase code complexity making it harder
to maintain, which can also act as a roadblock when introducing
and onboarding new contributors (P4).

Key Insights: Interviewees who prepared for the risk of
dependency abandonment often did so by localizing the
use of dependencies in their code base by building abstrac-
tion layers or by remaining aware of the goings-on in the
dependency itself and the broader community.
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6.3 Solutions to Abandonment
Once dependency abandonment was identified, nearly all interview-
ees deployed some sort of solution to deal with abandonment. The
most common solution was switching to a better maintained
alternative (P1-4, 6, 7, 10, 12-14, 16, 17, 20, 23, 27, 29, 31, 32). Inter-
viewees found these alternatives in various ways. Sometimes, an
issue or PR on the abandoned project included a discussion recom-
mending an alternative. For example, “actually, I can see now on
the ‘is the project dead’ issue there’s someone saying use [alternative
project], which was the alternative that we ended up going to” (P17). In
other cases, interviewees used search engines such as DuckDuckGo,
forum websites such as Reddit or StackOverflow, package managers
such as PyPi, or even specialized open-source library recommenda-
tion websites such as libhunt.com to find pointers to alternatives.
Another interviewee described how an automated warning about
an abandoned dependency included a list of alternatives, which
was used to select a replacement (P32).

Often the goal was not just to find another project that had the
same functionality, but that also has a similar API tomakemigration
easier and minimize disruption to their code base. For example, one
interviewee found an alternative with essentially the same API so
the migration entailed “basically just changing the namespace on
what we import that functionality from” (P32).

Another common solution was to fork or vendor code (P1-2b,
4, 5, 7, 10, 12-14, 16, 20, 23, 30, 32) from the abandoned dependency;
vendoring means incorporating 3rd party software directly into
a code base [100]. For example, “sometimes we vendor some code,
which means we’ll just directly copy the code and re-license it into
the package itself” (P1). A drawback of this solution is that it can
increase the amount of code a developer is responsible for main-
taining over time. As one interviewee put it “I think that’s like the
last thing that anyone wants to do, just develop it yourself, because
then you would have to become the one that maintains it” (P31).

Most of the time, when interviewees forked a project, it was
used as a personal fork, acting as their own stable version with
which they could control and maintain compatibility. Only one
interviewee explicitly discussed making a hard fork that they ad-
vertised as an alternative for others to use (P30).

Seeking support from others (P4, 5, 7, 10, 12-14, 17, 21, 23,
25, 30, 32) by reaching out to the maintainers or others in the
community provided insights into the situation and what potential
solutions or next steps could be. In several cases fellow community
members had already posted bug fixes or pointers to alternative
dependencies in the abandoned dependency or created blog posts
explaining how to migrate to an alternative. For example, “The first
[strategy] we figured out is, you know, go through the issue list and
see what kind of issues people are having, and if it’s similar issues, I
try to talk to them to figure out what the exact fixes are and stuff like
that” (P10).

Others [tried to] contribute to the dependency (P2a, 3, 5,
13, 23, 30) by reaching out to the maintainer about helping or pro-
viding maintenance support. In some cases, the old maintainers
would respond after several months, and in other cases this was
not a successful solution because they did not receive a response.
For example, “I and others were reaching out to the original main-
tainer trying to see if we could take it over, and he was basically

non-responsive. He had originally posted on Twitter; if you look at
that discussion, he was looking for a maintainer. But he just dropped
off the map” (P30).

Another solution used by some was trying to help find new
maintainers (P4, 5, 7, 12, 25) by supporting community efforts to
recruit new maintainers to take over. This was often accomplished
through discussions on the abandoned project’s issue tracker. For
example, “I’d say my strategy has been to reach out to folks in the issue
tracker and encourage them to rename the project and get something
up and running, and offer myself for testing if somebody works on
it. So at this point, I’m just monitoring the situation and trying to
encourage others to step up and work on it” (P25).

Key Insights: Seeking support from the community and
switching to an alternative dependency can be effective and
low-effort solutions assuming the required infrastructure
is present. Given a deficiency of such, forking or vendoring
the abandoned dependency can be a quick fix but can also
increase the maintenance effort required over time.

7 DISCUSSION: TOWARDS MORE
SUSTAINABLE USE OF OPEN SOURCE

Our research has catalogued a diversity of practices to prepare for or
deal with open-source dependency abandonment. Reflecting on the
costs and potential benefits of all these practices, we now discuss
higher-level emerging themes, drawing also from the theory of the
volunteer’s dilemma.

7.1 The Cost of Dependency Abandonment
From interviewees, we heard about the costs associated with aban-
donment throughout our study: We showed the sometimes disrup-
tive impacts of abandonment (Sec. 4) and showed the various, often
costly actions developers used to deal with abandonment (Sec. 6.3).
When a dependency becomes abandoned, it shifts at a high level
from being a free and easy to use software artifact to a potential
liability and source of unexpected disruptions, costs, and concerns.
One way to think about the total anticipated cost of abandonment
is as a product of the probability of abandonment occurring and
impacting the dependent project (impact probability) and the effort
required to react to the abandonment once it happens (reaction
effort):

anticipated cost of aband. = impact probability × reaction effort

With this framing, almost all the actions that we see developers
take to prepare serve as investments to reduce the anticipated cost
of abandonment by trying to reduce either the impact probability
or the reaction effort, for example:

• Only using high-confidence dependencies and minimizing
the number of dependencies (Sec. 6.1) both reduce the impact
probability but require investment both in terms of necessary
research effort and accepting potential opportunity costs
from not using certain dependencies.

• Minimizing/localizing dependency use (Sec. 6.2) can reduce
the reaction effort post abandonment with some upfront
investment in terms of designing an abstraction layer.

libhunt.com
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• Monitoring the dependency (Sec. 6.2) can be seen as an in-
vestment to notice dependency abandonment before it be-
comes an urgent problem – this gives developers an oppor-
tunity to act on their own time with lower reaction effort
compared to when they are forced to react in an emergency
situation to a roadblock or other concrete problem.

• Although outside the scope of this paper, any investments
to keep projects alive, such as by improving funding (Sec. 2),
can reduce impact probability.

This cost framing highlights how developers can consider invest-
ing in preparation to reduce the anticipated cost of abandonment.
Whether that investment is prudent is often not obvious in practice
and depends on both the risk aversion of the developer and the
relative investment costs and cost reduction benefits:

return on investment =
reduction of anticipated cost of aband.

investment cost for preparation

7.2 Aspirational Cost Reduction Strategies
Beyond the preparation strategies discussed earlier, the software
engineering literature as well as some interviewees suggest possi-
ble solutions to reduce impact probability or reaction effort or the
investment cost for preparation – each making such investments
more efficient. While most are not widely adopted, we discuss them
here as aspirational strategies and promising directions for future
work.

Proactive Warnings for Unmaintained Dependencies (Identi-
fying Abandonment). Often identifying whether a dependency is
abandoned requiresmanual effort (e.g., observing commit frequency
or looking for notices of abandonment/archival, see Sec. 5). To re-
duce the investment required, automated tools can provide proac-
tive warnings for unmaintained dependencies. For example, one
interviewee expressed how they wished they had a tool that would
notify themwhen one of their dependencies has been unmaintained
for a given period of time. They described how a Dependabot-like
tool could indicate “if there are no updates to this package in, say,
six months, eight months, a year” (P23)., which “would give an idea
of what kind of things I’m depending on that are starting to go out of
style” (P23). Only one interviewee (P20) reported using a tool that
does just that– the beta Risk Intelligence service by FOSSA notifies
users when a dependency has not been updated in the past two
years [84]. Future work could explore how to design such tools
without overwhelming developers with configuration work and
alerts causing notification fatigue.

Increasing Transparency about Expected Project Maintenance
(Preparing for Risk of Abandonment). While many prepared
by only relying on high-confidence dependencies (Sec. 6.2), deter-
mining whether a dependency is high-confidence was often done
with non-trivial manual evaluations of project characteristics like
responses to issues and PRs. Transparency mechanisms frequently
studied in software engineering and collaborative work [102], such
as badges in READMEs, can make it easier to assess the status of a
project. One interviewee (P22) explained how their company has
started putting badges in their public projects’ READMEs showing
their intended support status (e.g., ).
Such transparency mechanisms can be used to declare maintenance

intention (e.g., beta phase, hobby project, actively maintained, com-
mercial support available) but can also be used to automatically
summarize information, e.g., the last activity of the maintainer or
the typical recent issue response latency. Beyond shield.io’s tem-
plate for a maintained badge ( , not widely
used), we are not aware of any more advanced transparency mecha-
nisms regarding maintenance status or abandonment risk, although
efforts seem underway at least as part of the CHAOSS project [46].
Supporting the Construction of Abstraction Layers (Prepar-
ing for Risk of Abandonment). The building and deploying of
abstraction layers (Sec. 6.2) was widely credited with significantly
reducing the reaction effort, but building abstraction layers was
often a time-intensive process that did not scale well to a large
number of dependencies. As an alternative to the vast amount of
research on API migration (see Sec. 2), refactoring tools could be
enhanced to provide direct support for creating abstraction layers.
Additionally, developers could write reusable abstraction layers for
certain libraries that can be shared with other developers to make
subsequent migration between libraries easier (similar to how JDBC
abstracts from individual database protocols).
Advertising Alternatives (Addressing Abandonment). Switch-
ing to an alternative dependency (Sec. 6.3) is a common solution
when faced with abandonment, but finding a suitable one can be
challenging, as it is not always clear where to look. Also finding
actively maintained forks can be difficult in projects with many
forks. Making suitable alternatives easier to find can reduce reac-
tion efforts. Interviewees mentioned several specific strategies for
advertising alternatives: (1) posting pointers to alternatives on the
abandoned dependency’s repository page (e.g., notes in an issue
thread about abandonment); (2) promoting alternatives on relevant
online forums (one interviewee (P30) reports creating posts on
relevant Subreddits like r/python when they have a new release
celebrating it and giving an overview of the project and its features);
and (3) creating blog posts discussing alternatives. Platforms could
highlight posts for alternatives, curate links to external resources,
and highlight active forks. They could also gather a lot of informa-
tion automatically, for example, by scraping what other projects
have migrated to in the past.
SupportingDependencyMigration (AddressingAbandonment).
Some interviewees expressed how each time they face dependency
abandonment, it feels like there is no existing game plan or guid-
ance to refer to, and that they have to figure out how to move
forward on their own. For example, “we really do need rubrics or
tools or something because every time a project becomes abandoned,
or we think it might be abandoned, we feel like we’re winging it. We
feel like we’re dealing with it for the first time and we don’t have a
run book for that, and I doubt anybody really does” (P4). Beyond just
suggesting possible alternatives, platforms, tools, and community
initiatives can provide support for how to deal with an abandoned
dependency, such as creating a migration guide, showing examples
of how to use alternative APIs, or even to attempt API migration
(semi-)automatically. Such information can be curated with com-
munity inputs or generated from activities in other repositories,
which could help reduce developers’ reaction efforts by minimizing
the amount of trial-and-error and manual work required to address
a given dependency’s abandonment.

http://shields.io
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7.3 The Volunteer’s Dilemma and Reducing
Community Effort

The previous two sections discuss the various actions used by de-
velopers to reduce the anticipated cost of abandonment, each at
some investment cost. However, the person who makes the invest-
ment and the person who benefits from said investment does not
necessarily have to be the same. The actions of one developer can
benefit many others. For example, tool builders and platforms like
GitHub can invest in making it easier to find and migrate to alterna-
tives, which can benefit all the developers who use such platforms.
Similarly, many interviewees benefited from the actions of other in-
dividual developers when figuring out how to address dependency
abandonment, including finding pointers to forks or alternatives,
learning about abandonment early through community channels,
finding blog posts explaining migration, benefiting from posted bug
fixes, and receiving help finding new maintainers (Sec. 6.2–6.3).

We call these investments designed to benefit others community-
oriented solutions. They reduce the redundant reaction effort ex-
pended by subsequent projects facing the same abandoned depen-
dency, as we illustrate in Figure 3. Creating community-oriented
solutions requires additional effort on top of the reaction effort re-
quired for a developer to address the abandonment in their own
project, for example, by writing a blog post after fixing their own
problem.

However, beyond the small handful of interviewees who reported
doing so (P2a, 2b, 13, 30), interviewees did not typically consider
creating community-oriented solutions, because they had many
competing demands, no incentive to invest the additional effort,
or simply had not considered it. This situation is an example of
the volunteer’s dilemma [30], which is canonically formalized as a
game with a group of members, where each member can decide
whether to volunteer and incur the associated cost of producing a
public good that all group members benefit from collectively, and
if nobody volunteers, the entire community loses [107].

The volunteer’s dilemma has been studied both theoretically
and empirically in fields like economics, social psychology, orga-
nizational behavior, and game theory for decades. Surveying this
wealth of knowledge, we collected some practical solutions that
we suspect may encourage the creation of community-oriented
solutions for dependency abandonment:
Reducing the Cost of Creating Community-Oriented Solutions.
Increasing volunteering costs reduces the individual likelihood of
each group member volunteering and the overall likelihood that the
public good will be produced [53, 59]. This suggests that one of the
most straightforward ways to support the creation of community-
oriented solutions is by decreasing the additional effort required
to do so. For example, creating a uniform and visible place on
abandoned projects to discuss solutions can make it easier for com-
munity members to post about alternatives or share advice. We
conjecture that tools, especially platform features in GitHub, have
substantial potential to facilitate and streamline the sharing of in-
formation about how to deal with specific abandoned dependencies.
Nudging Potential Volunteers. Where relevant characteristics
of group members are visible, nudging [11] people who are in a
better position to volunteer and have lower volunteering costs can
be an effective way to encourage creating the public good [65].
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Figure 3: Illustration of the volunteers dilemma for dealing
with abandoned dependencies: A developer who invests extra
effort in writing a migration guide can save all other devel-
opers migration effort (measured in days of effort). Writing a
migration guide is efficient for the entire community, though
more expensive for the developer creating it.

For example, a bot could nudge developers who already created
an active fork by suggesting they advertise it on the abandoned
dependency project. More research is needed to determine who is
in a ‘favorable’ position and to design nudges that fit into existing
workflows and practices.

Priming Potential Volunteers and Re-framing Volunteering.
Priming potential volunteers to be in a charitable or competitive
mindset can impact the likelihood of an individual volunteering [69].
This suggests that framing the creation of community-oriented so-
lutions as a deliberate act to benefit the larger open-source commu-
nity could encourage such creation and normalize it as a common
action. Also estimating the possible impact of creating a community-
oriented solution could be motivating for some. More research on
the attitudes of developers toward various community-oriented
actions and how actions for abandoned dependencies fit in could
help design a supportive framing.

Rewarding Volunteers. Research studying the effects of rewards
and punishments on the volunteer’s dilemma found that rewarding
volunteers who step up can be more effective than punishing poten-
tial volunteers who do not, suggesting that shaming strategies are
less effective than positive reinforcement [65]. For example, since
many developers are motivated by helping others and supporting
their community [43], highlighting the estimated community-wide
benefit of creating a community-oriented solution could illustrate
the good volunteering does and how such actions align with their
motivations. Public recognition for community-oriented solutions,
such as awards at community events or even just listing them as part
of a GitHub profile, could provide further incentives and highlight
positive role models. Gamification approaches could be deliber-
ately used, such as awarding badges or points, but they also come
with risks [50]. More research is needed to understand which re-
ward mechanisms are effective in encouraging community-oriented
solutions.

Facilitating and Encouraging Group Discussion. In general,
incorporating communication into coordination games tends to
improve outcomes and facilitate coordination [7, 12, 20, 21, 36].
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Facilitating and encouraging communication between agents in-
creases transparency and awareness of the choices others are mak-
ing, giving potential volunteers more complete information, thus
allowing them to make more educated decisions about whether
to volunteer [36]. This suggests that by improving transparency
about what others who face the same abandoned dependency have
done or plan to do, developers are able to make more informed
decisions themselves. For example, providing discussion forums
on abandoned projects could help with highlighting demand (or
lack thereof) for solutions. Tooling that creates transparency about
how others have or have not already dealt with the abandoned
dependency (see Sec. 7.2) can provide insights about the scope
of the problem and assurance about the usefulness of a proposed
community-oriented solution. More research in communication
patterns, information needs, and automated identification of how
others dealt with abandonment can help to deliberately design
communication spaces and transparency mechanisms.

8 CONCLUSION
Assuming that not all projects will be maintained for forever, we
refocus sustainability research on how to sustainably use open-
source software given the risks and realities users face today. We
conducted interviews to study of how developers prepare for and
deal with open-source dependency abandonment. We catalogued
the varying beliefs and philosophies surrounding dealing with de-
pendency abandonment, preparations and considerations used to
mitigate risk proactively, and solutions used to deal with abandon-
ment. Developers generally navigate the tradeoff between proactive
preparation and later potential reaction costs, with little informa-
tion about the actual costs involved. We particularly highlight that
sharing solutions can benefit many others facing the same prob-
lem, but that such sharing is not common. Looking at this problem
through the lense of the volunteer’s dilemma, we suggested future
research directions inspired by findings in game theory and social
psychology. We hope the strategies and insights can be helpful to
the many developers who navigate abandoned dependencies daily.

9 DATA AVAILABILITY
The complete interview guide along with a table with anonymized
summary statistics for the 33 interview participants are available
on Zenodo [1].
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